The Virtual Student Challenge Competition for Disaster PRIMR Conference will allow participants to pitch their team ideas (limit team size 6 people) to Prepare, Respond, Innovate, Mitigate, and Recover (PRIMR) the Gulf Region.

Enter Competition

Rules & Eligibility
Pre-requisites for registration:
○ Interdisciplinary Team: Minimum of 3/Maximum of 6
○ Ideal Team Representation would include: Academia, Undergraduate and Graduate Students, Community Member/Non-profit
○ Toolkit to get Started: Jumpstart collaboration to encourage sustained participation
○ Entry Fee $25 per team

Pre-requisites for the award:
○ Submit a Zoom presentation
○ Participate in the Live Judge Conversation during the Conference
○ Present at the conference to be considered for the award

CASH PRIZES
1st: $600
2nd: $450
3rd: $300

Deadline For Application December 15, 2020

http://2021primr.tamu.edu